Key-Box 100% Solid Metal Intelligent Key Fobs
Choosing the right key system for your key
management requirements. Key-Box offers
two styles of key systems. The first version
is the high security series with individual
Locking individual key fobs. This version is
the most popular. The 2nd version is the
budget series with Non-Locking individual
key fobs mostly used for auto dealership key
management systems
A brief description on how both systems work
The way the Key-Box key systems with individual High Security "Secure-Lock" Locking Key
Fobs. Each individual user is issued a pre-selected PIN which is entered in the cabinet keypad. Once the
PIN is entered and authorized by the system the door automatically opens and the user will have access
to only those keys authorized to them. The remainder of the keys stay securely locked in the cabinet.
After a key is removed, the system records when it was taken, when it is returned and the users
information etc. If a curfew or time limit is set in the system and a key is not returned on time, the system
will automatically generate an email to management notifying them of the past due key/keys and user
name etc. The system therefore gives you a complete audit trail 24/7 of the usage on your valuable
facilities, assets and vehicle keys while encouraging user accountability

Our Secure - Lock 100% solid metal intelligent locking key
fobs is the intelligent choice for securing keys/assets
The way the Key-Box key systems with individual Non-Locking Key Fobs. Each individual user is
issued a pre-selected PIN which is entered in the cabinet keypad. Once the PIN is entered and
authorized by the system the door automatically opens and the user will have access to any key/keys in
the cabinet. After the key is removed, the system records when it was taken, when it is returned and the
users information etc. If a curfew or time limit is set in the system and a key is not returned on time, the
system will automatically generate an email to management notifying them of the past due key/keys and
user name etc. The system therefore gives you a complete audit trail 24/7 of the usage on your valuable
facilities, assets and vehicle keys while encouraging user accountability. Note: the non-locking version is
more suitable for automotive car dealerships and housing key management sectors.

Key-Box 100% solid metal intelligent Non-Locking key fobs

The Key-Box key fobs are solid as a rock
At the heart of the key system is the Key-Box intelligent fobs. These PEG shaped devices contain a chip
which provides a guaranteed unique electronic ID. Once attached to a Smart Fob, individual keys or
keysets are effectively electronically tagged. Keys are permanently attached to a Smart Fob with a choice
of robust security keyrings/seals. The Intelligent Smart Fob is a smart chip contained within a solid metal
aluminum. This makes the fob truly intelligent with its ability to read data. The chip is completely sealed
within the solid metal fob and requires zero maintenance or cleaning. Contact is made with the strip via a
powerful solenoid that will automatically lock the fob in place, unlike our competitors that rely on a 2nd
micro switch to trigger the locking solenoid. Plus most of our competitor's key fobs are made of plastic or
part metal and plastic. The Key-Box intelligent key fob is also fully waterproof 100% solid metal and highly
durable and comes with a 5 year limited warranty.

For more information about what Key-Box key and asset management systems can do for you, please
contact us at (604)460-8670 / Toll Free: 1-877-460-9602 or visit us at www.keyboxsystems.com
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